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A modality for treating choroidal neovascular
membranes (CNVM)
It was developed to be an alternative to thermal laser
for the treatment of subfoveal CNVM

What landmark clinical study evaluated the use of thermal laser for the treatment of CNVM?
The Macular Photocoagulation Study (MPS)
What two laser modalities were evaluated?
Argon (blue-green) and krypton (red)
What was the primary endpoint/outcome variable?
Percent of eyes experiencing severe vision loss from baseline
There were a number of subgroup analyses in the MPS. Important subgroup analyses were based on:
--Lesion location
--The specific underlying condition responsible for the CNVM occurrence
--Whether the lesion was new, or recurrent
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the primary
extracted
a terrible
toll onendpoint/outcome
vision. Lasing the variable?
foveal center produces an immediate, profound (~5 lines) loss
Percent
of
eyes
experiencing
severe
vision
loss
from baseline treated and be guaranteed an
of vision. Thus, pts with subfoveal CNVM faced
an (SVL)
awful dilemma--get
immediate, significant and permanent loss of vision, or decline treatment and enjoy better short-term vision,
subgroup
analyses
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were
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on:
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intravascular event

intravascular result
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Photosensitizing dye is injected IV
Time sufficient to allow concentration of the dye in the
CNVM is allowed to pass
CNVM stimulated with wavelength of light specific
to activate
dyeis used to deliver the light?
What sortthe
of device
A laser
The dye reacts with O2 to create oxygen and hydroxyl
So PDT is a laser procedure akin to, say, PRP?
free radicals
Yes and no. They are alike in that both use laser light to produce
therapeutic changes in tissue. However, they differ in that they employ
Free radicals
 massive platelet activation 
very different laser-tissue interactions in order to induce the desired
tissue changes—as
we’ve seen,vasculature
PDT employs a photochemical
thrombosis
of pathologic
intervention, whereas PRP exploits the ability of a laser to produce
intense localized heat (ie, it is a thermal laser).
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Time sufficient to allow concentration of the dye in the
CNVM
allowed
tothermal
pass
Why doesn’t is
the PDT
laser cause
damage like an argon (commonly used for PRP) does?
Because the PDT laser is a low fluence laser, whereas argon PRP is high fluence
CNVM stimulated with wavelength of light specific
What does fluence refer to in this context?
to
activate
dye
Whatenergy
sortthe
ofin device
to deliver the
light?(ie, light). A laser’s fluence is
Lasers
deliver
the
formisofused
electromagnetic
radiation
determined
by the size of the area over which the energy is delivered—the smaller the area, the
A laser
greater dye
the fluence:
The
reacts with O2 to create oxygen and hydroxyl
Fluence = Energy/area
So PDT is a laser procedure
akin to, say, PRP?
free radicals
Yes and no. They are alike in that both use laser light to produce
The spot size (ie, area) in PRP is measured in microns, whereas the ‘spot size’ in PDT is
therapeutic
changes
inatissue.
However,
they differ
in that
they employ
measured
in centimeters.
Thus,
for
given amount
of energy
delivered,
the fluence
of PRP is
Free
radicals

massive
platelet
activation

different
laser-tissue
interactions
in order to induce the desired
orders of very
magnitude
higher
than the fluence
of PDT.
tissue changes—as
we’ve seen,vasculature
PDT employs a photochemical
thrombosis
of pathologic
intervention, whereas PRP exploits the ability of a laser to produce
intense localized heat (ie, it is a thermal laser).
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Why doesn’t is
the PDT
laser cause
damage like an argon (commonly used for PRP) does?
Because
laser
low fluence
laser,
whereas argon
PRP other
is high fluence
Note:the
AllPDT
PDT
is is
ofalow
fluence
compared
to most
laser procedures.
CNVM
stimulated
with
wavelength
of
light
specific
However,
there
is
a
procedure
called
lowor
half-fluence
PDT
in
which
What does fluence refer to in this context?
the
amount
ofthe
energy
delivered
half ofthe
the
standard
PDT
dose
(there
to
activate
dye
Whatenergy
sort
ofin device
isofused
toisdeliver
light?
Lasers
deliver
the
form
electromagnetic
radiation
(ie, light). A
laser’s
fluence
is is
determined
by the sizethat
of thehalf-fluence
area over which
the energy
is delivered—the
smaller
the area, the
laser
some Aevidence
PDT
is more
effective than
full-fluence)
greater dye
the fluence:
The
reacts with O2 to create oxygen and hydroxyl
= Energy/area
- Fluence
So PDT is a laserhalf
procedure
akin
to, say, PRP?
free radicals
2
Yes
and
no.
They
are
alike
in
that
both
use laser light to produce
The spot size (ie, area) in PRP is measured in microns, whereas the ‘spot size’ in PDT is
therapeutic
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inatissue.
However,
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measured
in centimeters.
Thus,
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given amount
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radicals
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Infusion-related low back pain
surprising but classic (3 words)
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